
Pressed Bouquet Shop
www.PressedBouquetShop.com

Job Title: Flower Presser
Rate: $12.00/hour
Location: In-store 6330 Hedgewood Drive, Suite 220, Allentown, PA 18106
Hours: 20-30 hours/week

Overview:

The Pressed Bouquet Shop turns once-in-a-lifetime florals into lasting works of art. We accept
bouquets from newlyweds across the country and are in search of creative, engaging, and
hardworking individuals to join our growing team. A flower presser will have the opportunity to
work with fresh florals, disassembling bouquets and other flower arrangements preparing them
to be pressed into a finished piece of art. A flower presser is responsible for creating the art
medium that our design team then uses in the finished frame or resin display.

Flower Pressers must be capable of working independently and must be comfortable performing
repetitive tasks. This position requires individuals to move quickly without losing sight of quality.
Flower Pressers work on the warehouse side of our facility, where temperatures can get warm in
the summer months and cool in the winter months. The ability to stand for 75% of each shift and
lift 25lbs is required.

Paid training is provided, but after training Flower Pressers are expected to follow output goals,
hitting KPIs for both efficiency and quality.

Hours are subject to increase/decrease during the busy/slow season.

Daily tasks:
● Selecting a bouquet from the current availability based in the FIFO system (first in first

out)
● Carefully disassembling the bouquet and prepping each individual flower and greenery

stem for the preservation process
● Pressing every flower and green from the bouquet following the unique Pressed Bouquet

Shop preservation method



● Using care to determine the fine line between each floral being ready to be put away, or
needing more time to dehydrate

● Putting away any tools, flower vases, bins, or other items used during shift
● Cleaning table and shared tools so the station is ready for the next presser to take on

their shift
● Assisting in packaging finished frames and other items to ship out to customers
● Helping out with odds & ends tasks around the shop/showroom as needed


